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                  NOTE FOR TEACHERS 

While teaching the kids, do tell them what does these words mean and what is 

the importance of these words in our life 

Alphabet Word  Teach them 

A ALLAH Allah is our creator, He is our owner. 

B BISMILLAH Start every work with the name of Allah 

C CALIPHATE It is the system of honor, peace, prosperity and 
justice. It is the system where the laws have 
been made by Allah 

D DAY OF 
Judgment 

Everyone will resurrected at the day of 
judgment and asked for his deeds, what he did 
in world. 

E ESHA Never sleep without offering esha salah 

F FASTING Fasting is one of the five pillars of islam 

G GOD GOD is who we pray to. There is only one GOD, 
ALLAH 

H HALAL Halal is what Allah has allowed us to do, wear, 
eat, drink, watch, hear and say  

I ISLAM Islam is the best way of life, How to live. 

J JIBREEL(as) Jibreel(as) is the angel of Allah who brought 
Quran from Allah to Muhammad(saw) 

K  KABBA It is the House of Allah. Muslims pray in the 
direction of Kabba 



L LUQMAAN Luqmaan, was one of the most learned person, 
whose wisdom Allah mentioned in Quran. Don’t 
forget to teach kids the 10 advices of luqmaan 

M MUHAMMAD(saw) The last prophet of ALLAH to mankind. The ideal 
of Muslim ummah. We should copy him(saw) in 
every field of life so to be successful 

N NOAH(as) The prophet of Allah who didn’t argued Allah, 
when Allah asked him to make arc on dry land. 
People made fun of Noah(as) ,because he was 
making the arc at such place where there wasn’t 
possibility of water to flow. Noah (as) believed in 
Allah . so should we believe in him , without 
arguing. 

O OMNIPOTENT Allah is only omnipotent, the one who has 
command on everything and everywhere. 

P PROPHET Prophet is the messenger of Allah to humans, so 
as to guide them on right path, so that mankind 
be successful in world and hereafter. Allah has 
sent 124,000 prophets. ADAM (as) was the first 
one and MUHAMMAD (saw) is the last. 

Q QURAN Quran is the book of ALLAH , for guidance of 
humankind. It is the constitution of Muslims 

R RECITATION Recitation is reading the quran in beautiful and 
attractive manner. We must learn recitation of 
quran with tajweed . 

S SALAH Salah is prayer in Islam. This is one of the five 
pillars of Islam. There are five obligatory Salah a 
person has to do in a day.in the dawn called fajr, 
at lunch known as zuhr, then another prayer asr, 
fourth prayer is at start of evening, known as 
magrib. Then last prayer at night called esha  

T TAWHEED TAWHEED means ones of ALLAH. He has no 
partner, no wife , no children, no parents, no 
deputy , no helper, he doesn’t sleep nor gets 
tired. 



U UNIVERSE Universe is the stars, planets, earth, moon, sun 
and all these things in sky .universe are made by 
ALLAH. 

V VIRTUE Virtues are the good deeds we do. We must do 
go deeds. ALLAH gets happy when we do good 
deeds and will reward us . so we should try to be 
virtuous  

W WORLD World is the place we live in. it is the temporary 
home for us. We have to live in it  for some time 
and return to Allah , where there our permanent 
home is. 

X XCELLENT Xcellent , a muslim should be in every field of 
life. In education, sports, science, good works, 
social works, wealth, helping poor 

Y YOUSUF(as) Yousuf (as) , was a prophet of Allah and one of 
the most beautiful man on earth ever. But he 
protected his morality and guarded his modesty. 
because Allah loves modest ones 

Z ZAKAT Zakat is the tax which Allah asks every muslim to 
pay, so as our poor brothers and sisters wont 
sleep hungry. 

 

 

The purpose of compiling this kid book is to make the kids aware and ready for Islam. The 

kinder age of kids is the foundation of learning. If the foundation is laid inappropriately, the 

whole building of learning will buckle under some little pressure later. So let’s Islamize our kids 

and make them enough strong so as to be future ambassadors of Islam, which only can bring 

peace to world. I thought it as one of the best gifts we can give to our next generations. May 

Allah Accept my effort (AAMEN) 

TAJAMUL HUSSAIN BHAT 

Tjml.butt@gmail.com 

Dated ; 24 april 2017   
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